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Adviser, Manager - Banking Sector
Montreal, QC
Overview
As an advisor, you will support the transformation of our clients, particularly around the following issues:







Retail banking evolution of distribution networks, marketing/CRM/multi-channel development, support
for digital transformation, banking innovations & payment methods, Big Data/Data Science approaches.
Corporate and Investment Banking performance improvement and cost reduction, front-to-back process
optimization, value chain development & financing optimization, integration of securities activities,
regulatory compliance, integration of banking innovations/FinTech (of which Blockchain).
Risk Management & Compliance compliant with major international and national regulations (Basel,
Dodd-Frank, Volcker, Anti-Money Laundering, FOCA, FATCA), regulatory monitoring, financial modelling &
risks (including back-testing)/stress-testing).
Financial directions steering the convergence Finance/Risks, ALM & financial performance, compliance
with IFRS9, performance and evolution of reporting channels.

What You Will Do




Participate in the commercial development, notably by animating the bank accounts and manage the
customer relationship on the existing missions, take part in the development of new opportunities and
the development of new offers.
Animate and supervise the teams within the framework of client mandates or internal projects at the firm
(working group, training...) and you will contribute to the recruitment and the development of the skills of
the collaborators.
Actively contribute to our publication policy and the marketing of banking practice offers (article writing,
sectorial decryption presentation) to our external clients.

Skills & Qualifications







You have a bachelor’s degree in finance or equivalent. A graduate degree in management is a major asset.
You have 5 to 8 years of experience including 5 years in consulting mode in a consulting firm.
You worked in a financial institution (major asset).
You have worked on large-scale projects in the banking sector.
You have an ability to work as a team, an open mind, a sense of analysis and you want to join a motivating
professional environment where you will share the values that are the culture of result, quality and
customer satisfaction.
French, professional English essential.

Why Join?
The Organization. The company is the independent leader of management consulting firms.
The Role. Provides excellent opportunities to progress by developing its field of expertise abroad, in one of the
group’s offices, etc.
The People. With a team of high-level consultants, clients are supported in the conduct of their transformation
projects. With a portfolio of expertise, they bring an innovative look and concrete results. Their creativity, energy
and commitment create the strength of the company.
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Your Next Steps
Email your resume in word format to gtremblay@radarhh.com. Please quote project #106638 in the subject line.
radar promotes the highest standards of integrity and principles of quality, diversity, equity, and ethical practice.
We thank all those who submit their resumes. Only those selected for further consideration will be contacted.
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